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Abstract: Our forthcoming paper shows great interest in breakthrough and advanced technologies. In the realm of tourism, it is very crucial to have proper planning and strategy for a trip, for which one needs a guide. Travelers today depend on technology to get up-to-date information about any location. MahaXplore is a tour guide that will virtually help the tourist to make their trip MahaXplore and innovative "Android Application" is programmed to fulfill all the needs of travelers. MahaXplore provides the most accurate information about the places that tourists are eagerly waiting to explore. Along with that, the app provides the Facilities such as hospitals, medical supermarkets, and restaurants nearby. It also provides a map of a particular place so that tourists won't get swerved from the destination. In summary, our main aim is to provide one stop location for all tour guide related features for Maharashtra in one app stop for all tour guide related functions.

Index Terms - Travel app, tourism, location, restaurants nearby, facilities nearby.

I. INTRODUCTION

Tourism in Maharashtra has increased over the years. Maharashtra is not only popular among tourists from Indian states but also among tourists all over the world. It ranked second for most visited Indian state by foreign tourists and fifth most visited state by domestic tourists in 2022.

A traveler usually has to deal with a lot of things simultaneously which may include finding places nearby to location, finding restaurants and facilities. Apart from these, there are other hurdles like the language barrier, getting lost, or getting scammed by local tour guides.

Through a comprehensive study of existing literature, this paper seeks to provide insights into the best features for tourism applications. that benefits both visitors and residents. It compares different features and methodologies and tries to find out the best ones to enhance the experience of the tourist.

Beyond analysis, our paper focuses on offering solutions to help tourists enhance their experience of the tourism industry. We aim to provide features that would help tourists navigate nearby places, restaurants, and facilities to facilitate easy travel plans.

In Summary, The research paper introduces a tour guide application “MahaXplore” designed to enhance travel experiences. The app caters to various types of travelers, offering a platform to explore top-rated destinations. Downloading the app will unlock a world full of opportunities for the exploration of new places and all the necessary information for planning a tour making it a companion buddy for all the tourists to provide an immersive experience.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The problem statement is to develop an Android application that serves as a comprehensive local tourist guide, providing users with detailed information about places, local tourist spots along with nearby restaurants, hospitals, medical facilities, and supermarkets in the vicinity of popular attractions.
III. OBJECTIVES

The primary goal of the app is to enhance user's experience when it comes to tourist locations. Users can rely on MahaXplore for accurate details of various tourist destinations. It provides information about a place along with historical landmarks, popular attractions, and cultural sites among various other insights. This app will also promote local businesses by providing various restaurants, hotels and shops in and around the area. Emergency services like healthcare and pharmacy are also provided for the safety of users.

IV. LITERATURE SURVEY

The proposed system [1] by Muhammad Afzaal, Muhammad Usman, and Alvis Fong aims to develop a framework for aspect-based sentiment classification in a Tourism Mobile App. This framework utilizes a Decision Tree machine learning algorithm to efficiently identify aspects and classify sentiment with high accuracy. Its advantages include high accuracy in performing tasks and efficient aspect identification. However, a potential drawback is that automatic aspect identification, as well as the identification of implicit, infrequent, and co-referential aspects, might lead to misclassification due to limited research in these areas.

The preliminary study [4] examines the need for a Smart Tour Guide Application utilizing Augmented Reality (AR) authored by Meliana and Chit Su Mon. This system aims to enhance the tourist experience by providing historical and cultural information through AR, enriching the interface by overlaying virtual objects onto the real environment. Users can view virtual objects in their surroundings, make informed decisions about preferred destinations, access updated information, and compare prices conveniently. However, potential drawbacks include the need for efficiency improvements and reducing the time and effort required for trips.

The paper [3] discusses a Mobile Smart Traveling Application for Indonesia Tourism, authored by Meiliana, Devita Irmanti, Mochamad Rizal Hidayat, Nur Viani Amalina, and Dewi Suryani. Their main aim is to employ image recognition to help tourists easily recall and access information about visited attractions. They utilize the Landmark detection feature from Google Cloud Vision API, which extracts data from images using machine learning models via a REST API. The advantages of this system include high accuracy in recognizing tourist attractions (86%), a tutorial feature for user interface navigation, and user profile management. However, potential drawbacks encompass the reliance on Google Cloud Vision API instead of an in-house algorithm for image recognition, exclusivity to Android users, and the need for a UI redesign.

This research [2], conducted by authors Robert Jeyakumar Nathan, Vijay Victor, Melanie Tan, and Maria Fekete-Farkas, delves into the factors influencing tourists' intentions to utilize the Airbnb app when visiting a historical city. Their study centers on the Extended Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT2), which encompasses multiple key factors: effort expectancy (user-friendliness), performance expectancy (enhanced task efficiency), habit (repeated app use), social influence (peer adoption), and price value (customer benefits). This paper, being a research study, lacks any inherent disadvantages regarding the technology.

V. METHODOLOGY AND ANALYSIS

V.I. Data Overview

MahaXplore, an android application for explorers, provides an immense information created to uplift the travel experience. It consists of information of attractions which are not known much but worth visiting, it also provides unique places for the enthusiastic travellers. Users can explore locations near to them which have complete description of that location, making user’s journey fantastic and memorable. Going beyond traditional guides, MahaXplore gives insights into facilities available at every spot, varying from amenities to services, making sure travellers are very well prepared. The application outstands in offering exact directions to each destination, and ensures trouble free experience. A prominent feature of MahaXplore is its Favourite feature, which gives users to create a personalised list of location that they love to explore and create a revere memory. Mahaxplore is not only the application, it is the guide of one’s journey, present at one’s fingertip.
V.II. Methodology

At Level 0, it gives an overview of the system, showing how the system interacts with the user.

At Level 1, the process include information gathered. Initially, the user gives their details, which are then used for login. During the login process, the information is stored in a database (Firebase) and the user is verified. After that system collects the information needed based on the user's location, which is fetched from an API.

At Level 2, the process consist of collecting information such as route, nearby facilities, and descriptions of places based on the user's provided location. Each information which is fetched from an API, users have choice to store the collected information in favourites option.
At Level 2, it represents API process, where the client requests a service from the API proxy, the API proxy then requests the service from the server, the server responds to the API proxy, and finally, the API proxy responds to the client.

The Use case diagram depicts the process between "User" and "System". Multiple use cases representing different functions that the user can perform in the system. These use case include: "Search for a tourist spot", "Select a tourist spot", "Tourist spot", "Details of that tourist spot", "Favourites", "Route", "Facilities". Use Case relationships, the lines linking the use cases have labels such as "include" and "extend," which are standard terms in use case diagrams. "Include" is used to show that one use case is always included in another. "Extend" indicates that a use case may optionally extend the behavior of another use case under certain conditions.
The above flowchart shows the process of getting the needed information. It outlines how the process begins with the start symbol, guides the user through all necessary steps represented by various process symbols, demonstrates how information is gathered through input/output symbols, and concludes the process with an end symbol.

The sequence diagram shows the process between user and various system elements for an application. The elements listed from the top of the diagram include "Login", "Home", "Search place", "Tourist spot", "Route", "Hotels", "Favourites", and "Database". These represent the different functions inside
the application. Vertical dashed lines, known as lifelines, extend downward from each component, representing the passage of time in the sequence. Horizontal arrows between the lifelines indicate messages or interactions between the user and the system components. For example, the user initiates a "login" action, receives a "display logo and registration form" response, and then a "get registered message" after interacting with the "Login" component. Other interactions include searching for places, requesting nearby tourist spots, displaying tourist spots, requesting weather by place, requesting location, searching for routes, and saving favorite tourist spots in the database.

![Deployment Diagram](image_url)

This diagram is used to model the physical deployment of artifacts on nodes. Components of the Tour Guide App - This is the main artifact being deployed. It contains:

- Compiled Classes
- Compiled Resources
- Uncompiled Resources
- Deployment Specs
- External Services: API - This represents an Application Programming Interface that the Tour Guide App interacts with. It is an external service that the app likely uses to fetch or send data.

- Database - This is the storage solution (a database) that the app uses. It is external to the app and is likely where persistent data is stored and retrieved from.

- Device: Smartphone - This is the physical device on which the app is intended to run.

- Execution Environment: Android - This represents the Android operating system, which is the execution environment for the app.
The Data model consists of multiple elements which are facilities, place, weather, favourites, user, and routes. The information about each of the elements is mentioned below:

- **Facilities** - This category consists of multiple facilities available.
- **Place** - It refers to the location where the facilities are found.
- **Favourites** - It indicates the user's preferred facilities or places.
- **User** - It is linked to user accounts, preferences.
- **Route** - It refers to directions. Each category is represented with a unique identity.

**VI. PROPOSED SYSTEM MODEL:**

MahaXplore consists of important elements which are data gathering, presentation of data and organizing data. The process of gathering and presenting data for application is:

**User Requirement:**
- Identifying the information that is needed by the user from the tourist guide application, including hidden places, nearby spots, facilities, and route.

**Data Sources:**
- Application Programming Interface (API)
- Locals for information

**Data Collection:**
- APIs provided by the resources to fetch needed information.

**Database Design:**
- Utilizing Google Firebase for storing and retrieval of data in a structured manner.

**Location Representation:**
- Use Latitude and longitude coordinates for exact location.

**Facilities and Nearby Spots:**
- Facilities (e.g., restaurants, hospitals, parking, rentals, etc.) in structured form and nearby places (e.g., monuments, landmarks, etc.)

**Route:**
- Integrated Google map with application for providing map services which include route, estimated time to travel, and choice of transportation.

**Favorites and User Profiles:**
- Users can save the preferred locations.
- User authentication mechanism is present to protect the personal data.

User Interface (UI):
- Design a user-friendly interface to get the information without any hassle.

VI. PROPOSED SYSTEM MODEL:

![Proposed System Diagram](image)

The proposed system is structured into three primary components: User Input, Backend Processing Unit, and Output.

1. **User Input:**
   This segment features a single element labeled "Search/Interests," indicating that users can input their search queries or interests into the system.

2. **Backend Processing Unit:**
   This segment is linked to the User Input box via an arrow labeled "Fetch API," indicating that the system retrieves data through an API (Application Programming Interface) based on the user's input.

3. **Output:**
   This segment comprises multiple outputs, each linked to the Backend Processing Unit by arrows. This implies that the processing unit generates various types of information based on the input. The outputs include:
   - Location Details along with nearby lesser-known destinations.
   - Emergency Information (e.g., Hospitals, Medical Centers).
   - Nearby Restaurants and Supermarkets.
   - Favorites.
   - User Account.

VII. INFERENCES & CONCLUSION:

MahaXplore is an application which helps to enhance the individual's travel experience. MahaXplore is designed to provide flawless blend of technologies and information of the places which will help to make journey unforgettable.

MahaXplore is basically integration of many different application which results in solving the travelers problem. The facilities that MahaXplore provides that is the list of addresses of hospitals, medical store etc. helps the user in emergency. MahaXplore provides the list of Top restaurant where user with family can enjoy the taste of multi cuisine.

As India is so diversified every state has its own language so reduce that language barrier every information provided is in simple English language.
MahaXplore is a contribution to enhance the Maharashtra tourism as tourism industry is economically one of the richest industry of Maharashtra. Experience the beauty of Maharashtra with MahaXplore. MahaXplore where your every destination is a new chapter of your travel book. In summary, MahaXplore is not just an application it's a roadmap to your destination.

VIII. FUTURE SCOPE:

- **Personalized Recommendations**: The MahaXplore app can offer personalized recommendations based on user preferences and interests. Favorites function can also be included for experience.
- **Weather Information**: The MahaXplore app can be integrated with Weather to provide weather details and information like Best time to visit, etc.
- **Social Features**: The app can allow users to share their favorite guides, tips, and experiences with friends and fellow travelers via social media.
- **Offline Access**: Enable users to download places and maps for offline access, making sure they can access valuable information even in areas with limited or no internet connectivity.
- **Integration with Booking Services**: Partner with booking platforms to enable seamless user experience to book hotels, tour, etc directly through the app.
- **Language Support**: Expand language support to cater international audience, allowing users to provide information in their preferred language.
- **Continuous Content Updates**: Regularly update the content of the app with new guides and latest tourist attractions to keep users up to date and informed.
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